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1 
This invention relates to a fuel metering system 

for automatically regulating the fuel-air ratio: 
in a fuel mixture supplied to an internal combus 
tion engine. 5 
‘Carburetors utilized in aircraft and other in 

ternal combustion engines are designed to.pro-' 
vide a predetermined fuel-air ratio at each engine. 
power, and the engine power is generally pro 
portional to air ?ow. Within the idling range of 
the engine, the fuel-air ratio is decreased in a 
linear manner as the, power is increased. In the 
cruising range, the fuel-air ratio remains sub 
stantially constant as the power is increased 
while,,in the high power range, the fuel-air ratio 
is progressively increased as, the power is in 
creased, in accordance with a function determined 
by the engine design, the fuel to be used, and 
other factors. Finally, at extremely high powers, 
the fuel-air ratio is again substantially constant 
as the power is increased. , 
In the high power range, the fuel mixture must 

be enriched as the powerv is increased in order 
to prevent an excessive increase in engine tem 
perature and in order to suppress detonation. 
This is ordinarily dcneby designing the carbu 
retor so as to supply a, su?'iciently rich fuel'mix 
ture that neither detonation nor excessive engine 
temperatures are encountered, regardless of the 
temperature ,or other conditions under which the 
engine is operated. In the usual carburetor, two 
settings are provided, one for a rich fuel mixture, 
and the other-for a lean fuel mixture. However, 
any fuel metering structure which will permit 
only a ?nite number of fuel-air ratios, at a given 
engine power in the high power range, will intro 
duce.v compromises affecting ‘either fuel economy 
or engine. reliability and life, or both simul 
taneously. It is also apparent that the smaller 
thewnumber of selective fuel-air ratios, the greater 
becomes the degree of compromise which must 
be accepted. Accordingly, at each power within 
the high power range, the carburetor maintains a 
?xedfuel-air ratio, in the rich setting, and'som'e 
timesv in the lean setting, which is high enough 
to prevent detonation, and excessive engine‘ tem 
peratures under the worst conditions which could 
be'encountered in operation of the engine. ' T “ 

. It will be apparent that substantial savings vin 
fuel may be effected by. providing means for auto 
matically adjusting the fuel-air ratio to the 
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2 
optimum value for prevailing engine and atmos 
pheric conditions. This would enable the use of 
a leaner mixture than that provided by the car-, 
buretor under most operating conditions. As an 
example, low atmospheric temperatures will cause 
the engine temperatures and the tendency toward 
detonation to decrease thereby enabling the use 
of a leaner fuel-air mixture. In addition, vari 
ations in the characteristics of the fuel, spark 
setting, valve timing, and other factors also permit 
the use of a leaner mixture. Further, the use of 
unnecessarily rich‘ mixtures, as frequently intro 
duced by present carburetors under ordinary op 
erating conditions, oftentimes causes torching of 
the exhaust, or substantial power losses resulting 
from introduction of excessive fuel to the engine 
cylinders. Torching may result in damage to the 
exhaust collector pipe or adjacent parts, and is 
very disadvantageous in many respects, par 
ticularly in the operation of military aircraft, 
since it permits such aircraft to be readily de 
tected at night. . . 

It is 'an' object of my invention to eliminate 
the problem of ?xed fuel-air ratios by varying 
the fuel-air ratio as a function of the require 
ments for suppression of detonation or main 
tenance of proper engine temperature, particu 
larly in the high power range of engine operation. 

' It as further object of the invention to provide 
fuel‘metering apparatus to regulate the fuel-air 
ratio so that there will be no danger of detona 
tion or overheating due to excessively lean mix 
tures'of fuel and air. ' .. , 

It is ‘a still further object of the invention to 
minimize'the'danger of torching of the exhaust 
or largenpower losses due to excessively rich mix-' 
tures. " ' . ' ‘ 1' 

Various other objects, advantages and features 
of the invention will become apparent from‘the 
following detailed description taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of'iny 

novel’ fuel metering‘ apparatus; ' ' ' I 2 " 

- Figure '2'i's a schematic circuit ‘diagrami‘o'f' ‘a 
time-delay unit utilized in Figure 1; and ' ' 
‘Figure 3iis a view illustrating a feature‘of the 

circuitof'Figu're‘2. ' ' ' ’ " ' 

' 'Referrin‘g'now to thedrawings in detail, .and 
particularly toiFigure' 1; I have disclosed a fuel 
control valve "l0, having a tapered‘ portion II 
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which cooperates with an ori?ce |2 to control the 
delivery of fuel to the cylinders of an internal 
combustion engine and thereby to vary the fuel 
air ratio. In some instances, a rotary or other 
type of valve may be substituted for the structure 
shown. A lever I3 is pivoted to the valve I0 and 
this lever is pivoted, in turn, to an arm M which 
may be rotated by a reversible electric motor [5. 
The construction of the motor and valve is such 
that rotation of the motor in one direction opens 
the valve l0 and thereby enriches the fuel mix 
ture whereas rotation of the motor in the opposite 
direction closes the valve I0 and leans out the 
fuel mixture. 
The operation of the motor is controlled jointly 

by a detonation meter l5 and a thermocouple I? 
which constitute, respectively, devices for sensing 
detonation in one or more cylinders of the engine 
and for sensing engine temperature. A suitable 
detonation meter is shown in the copending ap 
plication of D. R. de Boisblanc, Serial No. 548,757, 
?led August 9, 1944, now Patent No. 2,448,323, is 
sued August 31, 1948, and it will be understood 
that this meter provides an electrical current, the 
voltage of which is representative of the intensity 
of detonation in one or more engine cylinders. 
The thermocouple |l maybe of conventional con 
struction and constitutes a device for providing 
an electrical current which is proportional to 
some desired indication'of the engine tempera- - 
ture, such as. the temperature of the cylinder 
heads or cylinder bases. 
The electrical output of the detonation meter 

I6 is fed‘ through conductors |8 to the coil of a 
solenoid l9. The corev 20 of the solenoid carries 
a contact bar 2| which is engageable with two 
contact sets 22 and .23, the contacts '23 being 
closed when detonation of a predetermined in 
tensity is occurring in the cylinder, and the con 
tacts 22 being closed when no detonation is oc 
curring in the cylinder. The core 20 is biased 
inwardly toward the solenoid H! by a spring 24 so 
that, under certain conditions, the bar 2| may 
occupy a position intermediate the contacts 22 
and the contacts 23. 
A unit similar to that already'described in con 

nection with the detonation meter I6 is provided 
for the thermocouple N. This unit includes con 
ductors 26 for feeding the electrical output-of the 
thermocouple to. the coil of a solenoid 21, the 
core 28 of whichcarries a bar 29 which is en 
gageable with a set of contacts 30 when the en 
gine temperatures are too‘low and which is en 
gageable with a set of contacts 3| when the en 
gine temperatures are too high, the core 2.8 being 
biased toward the solenoid 21 by a spring 32 so 
that the bar may occupy a position intermediate 
the contacts 30 and 3| when the engine tempera 
ture‘ is within a predetermined operating range. 
When excessive detonation occurs in the cylin 

der of the engine, contacts 23' are closed and a 
voltage is applied across a set of terminals 33, 34 
by a circuit which includes contacts 23, a current 
source 35, a conductor '36 and a conductor 31. 
The voltage appearing across terminalse'33, 34 is 
applied to the motor |5 through a main control 
switch 38, a thermostatic switch 39, an intermit 
tent switch 40, the contacts 4| of asolenoid 42, 
motor terminals 43, and a time delay switch 44. 
Assuming that all of the switches are closed, the 
voltage across terminals 33, 34 causes operation 
of the motor in the proper direction ‘to slowly 
open valve I0 in a progressive manner, thereby 
continuously enriching the fuel mixture fed to 
the engine until the detonation ceases. There 
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upon, contact bar 2| is disengaged from contacts 
23 and the motor circuit is broken. Similarly, 
when high engine temperatures are encountered, 
the bar 29 engages contacts 3| thereby applying 
a voltage across terminals 33, 34 through a cir 
cuit which includes contacts 3|, a current source 
45, a conductor 41, and a conductor 43, this volt 
age causing operation of the motor l5 in the 
proper direction to open the valve I0 and enrich 
the fuel mixture until the excessive engine tem 
peratures are lowered. Thereupon, contact bar 
29 is disengaged from contacts 3| and the motor 
circuit is broken. 

Similar circuits are provided for causing ro 
tation of the motor |5 in opposite direction when 
excessively low engine temperatures are encoun 
tered or when no detonation occurs in the en 
gine cylinder so that the valve I0 is progressively 
closed to lean out the fuel mixture. These cir 
cuits, however, differ from those already de 
scribed in that they are disabled by energization 
of either one of a pair of relays 50 and 5|, for 
reasons to be hereinafter explained in detail. 
Thus, when no detonation is occurring, the bar 
2| closes a circuit which includes a current source, 
53, contacts 22, normally closed contacts 54 of 
relay 5|}, normally closed contacts 55 of relay 5|, 
and the conductor 43. Although contacts 54, 55 
are referred to as normally closed contacts for 
convenience, it will be noted that they are not 
biased to closed position. Assuming that both 
sets of relay contacts are closed, as shown, a volt 
age is applied across terminals 33 and 34 which 
is of the proper polarity to operate motor |5 in 
such direction as to close the valve l0 and lean 
out the fuel mixture. 

Similarly, when the engine temperature be 
comes too low, contact bar 29 engages contacts 30 
thereby closing a circuit which includes a cur 
rent source 58, contacts 3|), normally closed con 
tacts 59 of relay 5|, normally closed contacts 60 
of relay-55, terminals 33,34 and the conductor 47. 
Assuming that the contacts of relays 50 and 5| 
are closed, this circuit applies a voltage across 
terminals 33 and 34 which causes the motor l5 to 
operate in the proper directionto close valve l0 
and lean out the fuel mixture. 

It will be noted that relay 50 is provided with 
a coil 63 which is connected in circuit with a re 
sistor ~64, current source 35, contacts 23, and a 
conductor ,65. Accordingly, when detonation oc 
curs in a cylinder, and contacts 23 are closed to 
enrich the fuel mixture, the coil 63 is energized 
and the relay 53 is actuated to open contacts 54 
and 60. This disables the described circuits for 
leaning out the fuel mixture until contacts 54 
and 50 are again closed in the manner herein 
after described. Similarly, the relay 5| is pro 
vided with a coil 31 which is connected in circuit 
with a resistor 68, current source 46, contacts 3|, 
and a conductor 60. Accordingly, when contacts 
3| are closed responsive to excessive engine tem 
peratures, and the valve I0 is‘operated to enrich 
thelfuel mixture, the coil 6'! is energized thereby 
operating relay 5| and breaking contacts 55 and 
59., This disables both leaning out circuits until 
the contacts 55, 59 are again closed in the man 
ner hereinafter described. 
The relays 50 and 5| have a pair of'solenoids 

‘i0- and ‘H associated therewith, respectively, and 
each solenoid, when actuated, moves the arma 
ture of its associated relay so as to close the nor 
mally closed relay contacts. The coils of the 
solenoids 10, 1| are connected-in series with each 
other and with the‘coil of the solenoid 42. When 
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the latter solenoid is energized, the valve operat 
ing lever I4 is rotated a sufficient distance in a 
counter-clockwise direction to completely open 
valve I0 and provide a rich fuel mixture for the 
engine. The extent of richness can be limited to 
the rich setting of the carburetor if desired, or a 
value slightly richer than that provided by the 
rich setting of the carburetor. The solenoids 42, 
‘I0 and ‘II are all actuated simultaneously when 
current is fed to the coils thereof through a pair 
of conductors ‘I2, 13 forming a part of a power 
change sensing unit 14. Solenoids ‘I0 and ‘II are 
energized without actuation of solenoid 42 when 
current is supplied through conductors 15, ‘I6 
from battery ‘I1 and the time delay switch unit 
44, the operation of which will be further de 
scribed hereinafter. It will be understood'that 
energization of solenoids 10, 'II by either of the 
described circuits causes closure of contacts 54, 
60 and contacts 55, 59 with the result that the 
leaning out circuits controlled by contacts 22 and 
contacts'30 are in readiness for operation should 
the engine temperature fall below a predeter 
mined value and no detonation be present in the 
engine cylinder, or cylinders, to which detonation 
meter I6 is attached. 
The power change sensing unit 14 includes a 

control lever 80 which is moved laterally when a. 
pressure differential exists between two bellows 
chambers 82 and 83. In the case of an aircraft 
engine, chamber 82 may be connected through 
line 84 with compensated or uncompensated 
scoop suction and chamber 83 may be connected 
through a line 85 with boost suction. The term 
“boost suction” herein refers to suction forces 
created by a. small venturi located within the 
main one, exit being near the throat of the‘ main 
venturi so as to augment the suction. Similarly, 
the term “compensated or uncompensated scoop 
suction” refers to corrected metering forces below 
prevailing atmospheric pressure which is obtained 
by the automatic mixture control compensating 
for changes in barometric pressure with changes 
in airplane altitude. Accordingly, the displace 
ment of lever 80 is proportional to the pressure 
differential between chambers 82, 83 which, in 
turn, is proportional to the power level of the en 
gine. A pair of springs 86, 81 are connected, re 
spectively, between a collar 88 carried by the con 
trol lever and a pair of dash pots 89 and 90. 
Each of the dash pots is mechanically connected 
through a lost-motion connection 9I to the col 
lar 88 so that sudden movements of the control 
unit 80 are effectively sensed. ‘ 
A set of contacts 93 is carried by control lever 

80,- this set of contacts cooperating with con 
tacts 94, 95 which are mounted on the respec 
tive dash pot units 89, 99 and which are inter 
connected by a conductor 96 leading to one ter 
minal of a current source 91, the other terminal 
of which is connected to conductor 13. The con 
tacts 93 are connected by a conductor 98 and a 
switch 99 to conductor 12. The vmovable arm 
I00 of a switch IN is mechanically connected 
to the control lever 80 by a link I02 and elec 
trically connected to the conductor 98 by a lead 
I03. The switch includes two stationary con 
tacts I04, I05 and these contacts are intercon 
nected by a wire I06 which leads to the conductor 
96. 
When the engine is operating within a pre 

determined power range, arm IN is positioned 
between contacts I04, I05 and switch |9I is open. 
If the, engine power rises above or falls below 
this predetermined range, either contacts I00, 
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I04 or I00, I05 are closed with the result that 
solenoids 42, ‘I0 and ‘II are energized. Accord 
ingly, relays 50, 5| are reset, arm [4 is raised 
to feed a rich mixture to the carburetor, and 
the automatic control system is disabled until 
switch IOI is opened. This occurs when the 
power level of the engine is once again within 
the predetermined range of automatic operation. 
Preferably and advantageously, this predeter 
mined power range corresponds to the well 
known high power range of the engine. 
When the engine power is within the prede 

termined range and switch IOI is open, power 
changes occur frequently which are of insu?i 
cient magnitude to close switch I0 I. Such power 
changes effect momentary closure of contacts 93, 
9,4 or 93, 95 demnding upon whether the power 
is increased or decreased, the closure of ‘said 
contacts causing a momentary energization of 
solenoids 42, 10 and ‘II. For example, if lever 
89 moves toward dash pot 90, lost motion con 
nection 8'! permits momentary engagement of 
contacts 93 and 95. After such momentary en 
gagement, contact 95 is moved away from con 
tact 93 bythe spring 81. Contacts 93, 94 are 
momentarily closed in a similar manner by move 
ment of lever 80 toward dash pct 89. ' 

Accordingly, each time the circuit between 
conductors ‘I2, '13 is closed by operation of the 
power change sensing unit ‘I4, relays 50, 5I are 
reset by solenoids 10, ‘II so that a leaning out 
cycle may occur upon de-energization of sole 
noids 42, 19, ‘II and upon closure of contacts 30 
due to low engine temperature or upon closure 
of contacts 22 due to absence of detonation. 

Solenoid 42 is also operated to disable the auto 
matic control system and open valve I0 each time 
unit 74 is actuated. The operation of the sole 
noid is momentary if either contacts 93, 94 or 93, 
95 is closed but the solenoid is continuously ener 
gized if the engine power is not within the pre 
determined range of automatic operation, as 
indicated byclosure of contacts I00, I04 or I00, 
I05. 
The time delay switch 44 is an optional feature 

and serves to reset relays 50 and 5| a predeter 
mined interval after each enriching cycle to per 
mit establishment of a subsequent leaning out 
cycle before a power change occurs. Thus, when 
contacts 23 or contacts SI are closed to cause 
operation of the motor I5 and enrich the fuel 
mixture, it has been previously pointed out that 
either relay 50 or relay 5I is operated to prevent 
a subsequent leaning out cycle until the relay is 
reset by operation of power change sensing unit 
‘I4. Ordinarily, power changes occur with su?i 
cient frequency that it is not necessary to pro 
vide for the case where a leaning out cycle should 
occur after an enriching cycle but prior to the 
next operation of power change sensing unit ‘I4. 
However, in some cases, this result is desirable 
and it may be effected by the use of time delay 
switch 44. > - 

The operation of switch 44 is to reset relays 
50 and 5| without operating solenoid 42, this 
action occurring a predetermined interval after 
an enriching cycle resulting from closure of con 
tacts 23 or contacts 3I. A suitable circuit ar 
rangement for accomplishing this result is shown 
in Figures 2 and 3 wherein it will be noted that 
a polarized relay H0 is connected in the circuit 
between the terminal 34 and a motor terminal 
43 of Figure 1. The armature III of the relay 
is biased to the full line position shown in Fig 
ure 2 by a spring H2 and, when current flows 



-switch -member ' I I4. 

shaft " I29. 

"through therelay in such direction aslto cause 
‘the' motor I5 to lean out thel'fuelmixture, the 
'relay II'OIis notactuated. However, 'when'cur 
‘rent ?ows through th‘e‘relay‘in- such*direction 
as‘to cause‘ 'motor ' I5 ‘tov enrich‘ the .fuel mixture, 
"relay: I-I'01is actuated and thearmat'ure' I I I‘ moves 
to ‘the “dotted line position ‘of ~‘ Figure *2, 1 thereby 
engaging‘ a' hinged ‘ portion ' I I 3' of i a” snap “action 

The “switch I14 ‘is not 
actuated by this movement of the armaturesince 
the hinged portion ‘ II3 merely'swings out " of 
the'path of the armature. 'H'oweverywhen'the 
*enriching cycle is completed, ‘the current’ ?ow 
ing th'roughrela'y-‘I I0 is‘ cut o?'an'dthe armature 
’is~returned to~its full'line position ‘by spring I I2, 
so that it again engages‘ the'hinged'p‘ortion H3. 
The ' member ' I I4 "is provided with ‘an 'overcenter 
*spring I I5 ‘so that the 'secondengagement wof 
"ltheportion -I I3 by ‘the ‘armature vIII causes a 
contact IIS-tomoveby snap action into'enga'ge 
ment'with "a'conta'ct I I1. ‘This closes a ‘circuit 
‘including acurrentsource II'8*and a motor II9 
thereby causing the motor to rotate a shaft" I23 
through a gear box I2I. A drum controller unit 
I22 is rot'atable'with the shaft-and; after a prede- ‘ 
termined intervalpaconducting'shoeI23 of the 
controller bridges contacts I24 and I25, there 
:by completing a circuit through conductors ‘I5 
:and ~ltfthe current ‘source 11, and Ya ‘solenoid 
12-6. 

‘The "resultant ‘energization "of “solenoid I26 
nioves 'the’member ‘H4 in ‘a counter-clockwise 
"direction into engagement-'with‘a‘stop I21, there 
by breaking the ‘circuit ‘between contacts ‘IIS, 

I I Tto‘stop-rotation of'the motor I ‘I9. When the 
motor II9‘is‘stopped by the opening of contacts 
H6 and III, the "shaft 122 is returned to‘its 
original positio'n‘bya spring I33," Figure 3, which 
is secured to'an'arm- I3I ‘protruding from a gear 
I32 ‘which meshes ‘with a’ gear"l‘33l?xed“to' the 

In its ori'ginalpositionbf the motor, 
arm I3I~engagesa~stop I35 and the force exerted 
by spring I30 is su'?icient to return‘ the‘m'otor 
to this position after it has been operated. 
Accordingly, eachTtimethe reversible motor I5 " 

is operated to enrich the "fuel'mixture, the‘ relay 
I‘ID of time delay unit "I4 is operated‘at'the‘end 
of the enriching cycle vand, ‘after va i'predeter 
“mined time int‘ervaljcontacts ‘I24, 'I25'a're closed 
‘with the result that solenoids ‘ "l0- ‘and ‘ ‘I I [Figure 
*1, are energized to reset ‘relays ‘5'3 "and 5l'for a 
5'subsequent leaning out‘cycle. Inisoin’e instances, 
'fthis "permits substantial‘fuel‘savings, particu 
larly where’operation of the'en'gine‘is'such'thatI 
power changes are of infrequent'occurr'enc‘e. 

As “an optional vfeature, I“may"‘al'so' provide a 
thermostatic'switch 39'which disables ‘the con- 
"trol‘ system should the enginecarburetor, air, or 
mixture temperature 'rise‘t’o an "unsafe value vdue 
to abnormal ?ight or’weather conditions. ‘~ As‘a-n 
additional‘ optional feature,~I mayprovide the 
intermittent switch‘i??, which ‘may ‘simply be ‘a 
constantly driven drum controller, to'periodi 
rcally interrupt'the'current supplied 'to ‘motor I5 
in ‘order to prevent ‘the enrichment or vleaning 
"out-ofthe ‘fuel mixture to exceed the 'limits'set 
‘ up by‘ the setting of‘contacts ‘22; '23, ‘30, 1and '3 I. 
"From the "foregoing ‘description, ' the v‘opera; 

r-tion‘of the'compl’ete system ‘will now be apparent 
"to those skilled‘ in the art. 'Assum-iri‘g'v‘that-main 
control switches ‘38 and‘39‘ "are closed ‘and "that 
the ‘engine is operating ‘within ‘the? predeter 
~mined power range determined by the setting of 
switch I31, whenever the engine'temperature'be 

, comes’excessive or whenever detonation "of :more 
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v"scription is- illustrative only and- is not intended 

than ~ a rpredetermind amplitude occurs "in the 
cylinder ' or‘ cylinders associated- with ‘detonation 
meter I6,""contacts‘ 23 --or- contacts-3 I ‘are closed 
to‘v effect'op'eration of ' the vmotor I 5i and5 thereby 
enrich "the I“ fuel mixture to ‘overcome “such v--de 
tonat'ion'br v‘excessive, temperatures. 7 When fa 
power‘ change'rocc-urs within'said predetermined 
power range;the unit' Kris-‘operated and‘solenoid 
42 ‘is 'n‘iomentarily “actuated ~ to provide “a ‘ rich 
-fuel ‘mixture ‘while the power change’ is" occur 
ring. _ The» powercha'ngealso actuates" solenoids 
'10“ and ‘I I to efl‘ectmlosur'e" fo'relay‘ contacts -54, 
'55',“i'59,"and"6il. “As a-result; the'm'otor "' i5 is" op 
erated to~leantout thee-fuel mixture in response 
to'su'bsequent ‘closure "of ' contacts" 30 “ due “to '“ex 
cessively'rlowv engine temperatures-chin response 
‘to subsequent" closure-of-contacts "22 g-due’to "ab 
sence ofr’detonationi‘inthe engine cylinder. ~It 
will~be~noted,=however, that'if eithericontacts23 
or‘ contacts "3| »'-are closed- prior 'to ‘e the ‘closure 
Ofcontacts 22 or“ contacts 3Il,*one~of the relays 
‘5055 I is "operated to rdisaiblethe" leaningout cir 
cuits" until the’ relays ' arereset- ‘by -a subsequent 
'actuation'of "power change unit 14. "Optionally, 
time ‘delay switch '44 maybe- provi-de'dto- reset’ the 
relays a predetermined intervalafter'each en 
riching cycle without ‘the-occurrence of va-power 
change.v "When the enginepower‘isoutside the 
aforesaid predetermined-power range, switch IiII 
~is~closedand unit ‘I4 is'continuously-actuated, 
thereby to energize solenoids "42; ‘IE-and ‘II ‘with 
the: result "that the automatic ,control- system- is 
disabled until the power‘ level once again is 
within the predeterminedjrange, The described 
‘,energization of solenoids 'II1,~ ‘I I: also closes-‘relays 
'50, 5I to prepare" the system for a subsequent 
leaningiout cycle. ‘ , ‘ _ 

_~It 'will" be" apparent '- that; the - described’ system 
effects the meteringv of fuel "to the "enginein‘r such 
iashion that "t-he'fuel-air ratio always‘h'as a 
proper I value‘ to a‘ preventjdetonation‘ or‘ excessive 
engine temperatures while still utilizing the 
'leanest- possible fuel> mixture. »Such- regulation 
of the’~ fuel-air " ratio also minimizes; the jdisad 
vantages resulting from- torching of therexjhaust 
or the-loss-of substantial power- due‘ to supplying 
excessive fuel ‘to the; engine “cylinders. {The sys 
tem of this invention "also =provides;means for 
equalizing the performance --of a number of en 
‘gines - by operating ‘all ‘of’ these engines _ under 
‘optimum fueha-ir conditions despite unavoidable 
variationsv in‘the manufacture of- the “carburetors. 
"Although ‘the system‘has --been primarily de 
scribed in connection “with’aircraft engines-it 
will bee-obvious that’ many embodiments are ‘ap 
pl-icable to'many other types of engines, such as 
automobile engines. When applied‘to automo 
bile engines, ‘ other-‘power ' change sensing means 
may be utilized than thebellows chambers 82, 
“83rprovidedthatcontrol lever 80 moves in ac 
cordance with changes in the power output of the 
engine. _ 

vWhile the invention "has ‘been described in 
‘connection ‘with a present, preferred embodi 
mentj thereof, it is to be understoodthat this de 

to limit- theinvention; the’ scope of which is de 
?ned- by- the appended claims. 
‘Having described my ‘invention, I ‘claim: 
1. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 

a-ivalve'for regulating thefueleair- ratio of a fuel 
~=mixtureto be vfedrtoan internal combustion en 
gine, rmeans‘forrsensing ‘ detonation “in ‘a "cylinder 

-> of said‘engine, means for sensing engine ‘tem 
perature, ~and-~a~ control unit .for “said - valve ac 
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tuated by both of said sensing means, to main 
tain predetermined conditions of detonation and 
engine temperature through regulation of the 
fuel-air ratio of the fuel mixture. 

2. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion en 
gine, means for sensing detonation in a cylinder 
of said engine, means for sensing excessive en 
gine temperatures, and a control unit for said 
valve actuated by both of said sensing means for 
enriching said fuel mixture when necessary to 
prevent detonation or excessive engine tem 
peratures. 

3. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
I a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion en 
gine, means for sensing detonation in a cylinder 
of said engine, means for sensing engine tem 
perature, ?rst control means to operate said 
valve and lean out the fuel mixture, said sensing 
means permitting operation of said control 
means only when the engine temperature is 
below a predetermined value or when no detona 
tion is occurring, second control means actuated 
by said sensing means to operate said valve and 
enrich the fuel mixture when detonations occur 
or the engine temperature becomes excessive, 
means disabling said ?rst control means upon 
operation of said second control means, power 

I change sensing means, and means for restoring 
said ?rst control means to operative condition 
upon each operation of said power change sens 
ing means. 

4. In a fuel metering system, in combination, :2 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion 
engine, means for sensing detonation in a cylin-‘ 
der of said engine, means for sensing engine 
temperature, ?rst control means to operate said 
valve and lean out the fuel mixture, said sensing 
means permitting operation of said control 
means only when the engine temperature is 
below a predetermined value or when no detona 
tion is occurring, second control means actuated 
by said sensing means to operate said valve and 
enrich the fuel mixture when detonations occur 
or the engine temperature becomes excessive, 
means disabling said first control means upon 
operation of said second control means, power 
change sensing means, means for restoring said 
?rst control means to operative condition upon 
each operation of said power change sensing 
means, and a time delay unit independent of 
said power change sensing means to place said 
?rst control means in operative condition a pre 
determined interval after said second control 
means has been actuated. , 

5., In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion. en 
gine, means for providing an electric current rep 
resentative of engine temperature, a solenoid 
operated by said electrical current to close a ?rst 
set of contacts when the engine temperature is 
too high and to close a second set of contacts 
when the engine temperature is too low, means 
for providing a second electrical current rep 
resentative of detonation in a cylinder of said ‘en 
gine, a solenoid operated by said second electric 
current to close a third set of contacts when 
detonation is occurring and to close a fourth set 
of contacts when no detonation is occurring, a 
reversible motor operatively connected to said 
valve, a control circuit actuated by said ?rst and 
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10 
third contact sets to operate said motor and 
thereby enrich the fuel mixture, and a second 
control circuit including said second and fourth 
sets of contacts for operating said motor to effect 
leaning out of said fuel mixture. 

6. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a 
fuel mixture to be fed to an internal combustion 
engine, means for providing an electric current 
representative of engine temperature, a sole 
noid operated by said electrical current to close 
a ?rst set of contacts when the engine tempera 
ture is too high and to close a second set of con 
tacts when the engine temperature is too low, 
means for providing a second electrical current 
representative of detonation in a cylinder of said 
engine, a solenoid operated by said second elec 
tric current to close a third set of contacts when 
detonation is occurring and to close a fourth set 
of contacts when no detonation is occurring, a 
motor operatively connected to said valve, a 
control circuit‘actuated by said ?rst and third 
contact sets to operate said motor and thereby 
enrich the fuel mixture, and a-second control 
circuit including said second and fourth sets of 
contacts for operating said motor to effect lean 
ing out of said fuel mixture, means actuated by 
said ?rst circuit for disabling said second cir 
cuit each time the former circuit is actuated, and 
a thermostatic switch connected in circuit with 
said motor to prevent operation thereof when the 
engine temperature is excessive.v 

7. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a 
fuel mixture to be fed to an internal combustion 
engine, means for providing an electric current 
representative of engine temperature, a solenoid 
operated by said electrical current to close a ?rst 
set of contacts when the engine temperature is 
too high and to close a second set of contacts 
when the engine temperature is too low, means 
for providing a second electrical current rep 
resentative of detonation in a cylinder of said 
engine, a solenoid operated by said second elec 
tric current to close a third set of contacts when 
detonation is occurring and to close a fourth set. 
of contacts when no detonation is occurring, a 
reversible motor operatively connected to said 
valve, a control circuit actuated by said ?rst 
and third contact sets to operate said motor and 
thereby enrich the fuel mixture, and a second 
control circuit including said second and fourth 
sets of contacts for operating said motor to effect 
leaning out of said fuel mixture, means for dis 
abling said second circuit each time the ?rst cir 
cuit is actuated, power change sensing means, 
and means actuated by said sensing means for 
restoring said ?rst circuit to operative condition 
each time a power change occurs. 

8. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion 
engine, means for providing an electrical cur 
rent representative of engine temperature, a 
solenoid operated by said electrical current to 
close a ?rst set of contacts when the engine 
temperature is too high and to close a second 
set of contacts when the engine temperature is 
too low, means for providing a second electrical 
current representative of detonation in a cylin 
der of said engine, a solenoid operated vby said 
second electrical current to close a third set of 
contacts when detonation is occurring and to 
close a fourth set of contacts when no detonation 
is occurring, a reversible motor operatively con-v 
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nected-to-said valve; a- control circuit aactuatedliby'v 
said ?rst and ‘third contact sets- to operate said 
motor- ~ and ' thereby = enrich the = fuel’ m»ixture,»~ 'a= 
second-control circuit including; said ;second and‘ 
fourth sets of contacts-rforoperatingsaidémoton 
to effect-leaning outof said fuel mixture, a=pair 
of relays‘ each having» a set- of normal-lyeclosed 
contacts‘ connected incircuit with saidwsecond 
contacts and-a set ofnormally"closed-contacts 
connected in circuit with said fourth "setiof--'con-~ 
tacts; the coils »' of» said lrelays :being ‘connected in 
circuit; respectively,rwith said ?rst set of contacts 
and ‘1 said third set of contacts; whereby the‘ sec» 
ond‘control circuit-is disabled'lwhen the?rst con 
trol circuit: is actuated to" energize; one-of 5' said 
relays and open its - normally» closed! contacts,~ 
power = change sensing‘ a means,’ and = solenoids ac-Y 

tuated by; said power: change-sensing->meanss to 
close: both sets of normally closed icontacts-r-each 
time a power change; occurs; 

9i.» In-a fuel metering "system, incomb‘ination; 
a valve for regulating the-fuel-air ratio of-a‘fuel 
mixture to be fed to 'an internal "combustion-em» 
gine; means for “providinganlelectrical current! 
representative- of- engine temperature-l, a>- solenoid‘ 
operated by-said electrical current to close.‘ a‘ 
?rst set-of contacts when theeengine tempera 
ture isv'too'high andtowclose avv second“ set of 2 
contacts when the engine temperature is~too>low,' 
means‘ for providing a» second ; electrical 1 current: 
representative of ‘detonation-in a--cylinder of ‘said’ 
engine, a solenoid \operated by saidisecond-Yel'ec 
trio-current to-close'athird set of: contacts when 
detonationis occurring and "to close a fourth set ' 
of" contacts when no; detonation‘ is: occurring; a». 
reversible motor - operatively- connected‘ " to: said ‘ 
va-lve; a‘ control circuit ‘actuated bysaidf?rsti 
and ‘third ‘‘contact 1 sets ; to operate said ‘motor: and ‘ 
thereby» enrich thefuel- ‘ mixture, a- second Lcon- l 
trol'circuit including-said: secondiand-‘fourth :sets 
of: contacts for operatingvsaid motor toveffect’ 
leaning out-of- said-fuel >mi-xture; a pair of. re 
lays‘ each- having a normally» closed set‘ of :- con-.. 
tacts‘ connected in circuit with said‘secondcon» 
tactsand-a normally closed-'setlof contacts>con~ 
nected- in ‘ circuit with said I fourth I contacts-r the 
coilsof‘said relays beingiconnected in circuit; 
respectively, with said- ?rst‘ contacts and said. 
third contactswhereby the secondi'control'acir 
cuit" is'disabled' When-the-?'rst control circuit- is 
actuated to energize one of said relays-and there» 
by- open its‘ normally;v closed‘ contacts; power: 
changesensing means,- solenoids’ actuated by-said' 
power changesensing means to close both of -‘said' 
relays each- timea power change occurs,‘ and‘a 
switch connected incircuit with said‘motorto-im’ 
termittently' make andv break the control‘ ‘circuits 
therefor. I 

10. In a fuel metering system, in combination; 
a valvefor- regulating the fuel-air ratio of {a fuel 
mixture'to' beefed to an internalxcombustion en 
gine, means for providing an electric currentrep 
resentative of‘ engine temperature, a- solenoid 
operated by said electricalcurrent torclose-a ?rst 
set ‘of contacts when the engine temperature is 
too=high and-to close-arsecondsetofi contacts’ 
when the engine temperature-istoo low, means: 
for- providing’ a second ' electrical current; reprew 
sentative' of- detonation in a cylinder of'fsaidien-l 
gine,~ a solenoid operated by said'second electric 
current to close‘ a thirdset of contacts when 
detonation’ is “occurring and" to close a fourth = set' 
of contacts when- no detonation is occurring. a‘ 
reversible motor" operatively 'connected'i to said 
valve, a-control circuit-actuatedlby said ?rst" and‘ 
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third - contact-l sets, tonoperate ‘said motor ' and‘ 
therebyienrich the fuel mixture, a second control 
circuit? including: said second and‘ fourth sets 
of contacts forv operating said-motor to. e?ect 

. leaning-outiofisaid fuel ‘mixture, a pair ofrrelays 
each having ‘a set: of normally closed ‘ contacts 
connectedfin: circuit with said second contacts 
anda setiof normally closedcontacts connected 
in circuitwith said fourth contacts, the coils of 
said" relays being, connected‘ in circuit, respec 
tively; withsaid ?rst set of‘ contacts. and said. 
third {set 50f :contacts whereby .the second ‘control 
circuit is disabled when the ?rst control circuit 
is actuated to energize one of said relays and 
thereby open its normally, closed contacts, power 
changesensing means,.solenoids;actuated by said 
power- change sensing. inea-nsxto close both sets 
of normally .: closedxcontacts: each, time a - power‘ 
change. occurs,. and.;a thirdgsolenoid'actuated by. 
saidzpowenchange sensing means to ' operate ‘said 
valVeandenrichsaid fuel mixture while a- power 
change: is: occurring: 

lL-In aiuelmetering system; in combination; 
a-..va=lve; for> regulating the fu-eléa-ir ratio of a fuel 
mixture to, be fed" to. an. internal‘ combustion 
engine; 11183115101 providing" an electric ~ current 
representativeoffengine temperature, a solenoid 
operatedzhy said electrical current to close a ?rst. 
set ‘.Of contacts: when the engine temperature is 
too high &1'1d".l30_.€10$8 a- second set of contacts 
whenlthe engine temperatureiiatoo low, means 
for: providing-a second electrical ‘current repre 
senta-tive- of 1' detonation" in a cylinder of said 
engine, a solenoid operated by said second electric 

‘current to close a~third set‘ of contacts when 
detonation isgoccurring and to close a fourth set 
of, contacts when-n0 detonation is occurring. a 
reversibleamotor‘ operatively-connected to said 
valve; a control circuit actuated by said v?rst and 
third contact sets to.» operate ‘said motor and 
thereby enrich thefuel mixture, a. second vcontrol 
circuits including saidsecond and-fourth sets of 
contacts-foroperatingsaid motor to effect lean 
ingoutof said fuel’ mixture, a pair-of relays each 
having. 'a-normally closed set of vcontacts connect 
ed'; in; circuit: with saidsecondcontacts and a 
normally closed set of:contacts= connected in cir 
cuit withwsaidfourth contacts, the coils of said 
relays being connected» in circuit,- respectively. 
withisai-dr ?rst set ;,of contacts and said third set 
of contacts-whereby-the second control circuit 
is disabledi'when the ?rst control circuit is actu 

" atedto energize one .of said relays and thereby 
openr-itscnormally, closed contacts, power change 
sensing; means; solenoids actuated-by said:power 
change sensing" means to CIOSS'bOth' sets. of ,nor 
mallyiclosed contacts each: timega' power'change 
occurs, and a third solenoid‘ actuated-by said 
powcrchange sensing’means to momentarily op 

’ eratesaid-valve- and-enrich thefuel mixture when 
a normal power'cha-nge occursandtto operate 
said; valve continuously: when the engine ‘power is 
abovezor below: a predeterminedrange. 

12. A» time ~ de1a-y;~ switch‘ unit comprising a; 
polarized: relay, a- snap;~ action switchv actuated 
by"th'ei-armature-of»v said, relay when a current 
of; proper polarity isnpassed therethroug-h; aumotcr 
operated. by- said,‘ switch; , a- drum; type: switch 
coupled“ to. said: motor and including: a’ set’ of 
contacts which is closed .whenthe drum is moved 
apredetermined;distance: from arpredetermined 
position; means-urging; saiddrum toward said. 
predetermined \position, and ' a solenoidv actuated 
by closure of‘said contacts towmovesaidlsnap ac- 
tion switchrto open position. 
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13. In a fuel metering system, in combination, 
a valve for regulating the fuel-air ratio of a fuel 
mixture to be fed to an internal combustion en 
gine, means for sensing detonation in a cylinder 
of said engine, means for sensing excessive or 
subnormal engine temperatures, and a control 
unit for said valve actuated by both of said sens 
ing means for enriching said fuel mixture when 
necessary to prevent detonation or excessive en 
gine temperatures, and for leaning out said fuel 
mixture responsive to subnormal engine temper 
atures or lack of detonation. 

EMIL A. MALICK. 
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